
Come with questions,  
leave with answers! 
There’s a revolution going on in  
lighting and helping you to keep  
ahead of the curve is LuxLive, Europe’s 
largest annual lighting event.  Free to 
attend it takes place on 18-19 November 
at ExCeL London.

Ripping up the rule book, LuxLive brings 
together all the latest innovations in 
this fast-moving sector.  It’s extensive 
programme of expert talks, debates and 
panel discussions will scrutinise the pros 
and cons of the latest lighting tech and 
will get under the bonnet of some of the 
UK’s most challenging lighting projects.

All this plus the big names will be out 
in force, with 300 exhibitors showing 
the latest lighting kit and energy-saving 
controls.

www.luxlive.co.uk

• MEET the global market leaders including Thorn, Zumtobel, Cree,  
 Trilux, Gooee, Tamlite

• LEARN from the experts in 80+ talks, demos and panel discussions

• HEAR from major clients about high profile lighting projects

• SEE the latest ground-breaking kit from 250+ top brands

Register online for FREE entry www.luxlive.co.uk/register  

 Great  

reasons 

to visit 

LuxLive

Venue:  ExCeL London

Register for your FREE entry pass at 

www.luxlive.co.uk/register Scan for your FREE pass today!

Getting to LuxLive
We recommend arriving by Tube on the  
Jubilee Line to Canning Town, where you pick 
up the Beckton-bound DLR train, for the quick 
two-stop journey to Custom House for ExCeL. 
Or, for a more scenic trip, why not come by the 
river and cable car? All of this, and more, is 
detailed at www.luxlive.co.uk LuxLive - the facts

Dates and times:
Wednesday 18 November 0900 - 2100
Thursday 19 November 0900 - 1700

Venue:
ExCeL London. Please refer to the reverse 
of this leaflet for directions.

Admission:
Admission is free of charge. 
Simply register for your pass at  
www.luxlive.co.uk/register  
or scan the QR code

Thank you to our Sponsors:

Partners:

18 - 19 November 2015 | ExCeL London

Organisers:

Jubilee Line

Docklands Light Railway

The Emirates Air Line (Cable Car)

Pier

Airport

London Underground Station

Docklands Light Railway Station

LuxLive
at ExCeL

LuxLive 2015 :
• Global market leaders
• Ground-breaking kit
• Lighting projects  
 insight
• Inspiring case studies
• Expert speakers

18 - 19 November 2015  |  ExCeL London              @Lux_Live for #LuxLive updates

co-located with

 Register for your FREE pass

Dates:
Wednesday 18 November:  0900 – 2100
Thursday 19 November: 0900 – 1700

Contact Us:  
T  +44 (0)1905 724734
E  anna.preedy@luxmagazine.co.uk
www.luxlive.co.uk

Follow Us: 
@Lux_Live for #LuxLive updates

What’s hot and 
what’s not?
The Lux team will be picking its 
favourite new bits of lighting kit from 
the past year and will demo them live 
in the Lux Arena, putting you ahead of 
the game. Not to be missed!

Thursday 2.30pm 

Lux is calling on lighting people 
to share pictures of the worst 
lighting you’ve seen. We want to 
see the most overlit, underlit, glary, 
shadowy, ugly, electrically unsound 
and just plain weird lighting 
installations that you’ve had the 
misfortune to come across. 

Nominate an entry by emailing  
ray.molony@luxreview.com. We’ll 
share the best – sorry, worst – in 
this fun session and present the 
awards to the winners. If they show 
up, that is. 

just got 
bigger and 
better!

Europe’s 
biggest 
annual 
lighting 
event...

Late night opening
Don’t forget, LuxLive is open until 9pm on 
Wednesday for the lighting industry’s biggest 
networking bash, giving you the chance to extend 
your day and enjoy a drink with exhibitors and 
colleagues.

Latest tech
At LuxLive you’ll meet global market leaders 
in lighting, all under one roof and at one time. 
Get the inside track on the latest product 
innovations. See who’s exhibiting this year by 
visiting luxlive.co.uk

Hear from the experts
 LuxLive isn’t just about seeing and 
experiencing, it’s also about learning. And 
this year’s programme features more experts, 
more projects, more debate and even more 
insight in no fewer than 80 talks, debates and 
panel discussions. There are streams for each 
of the key sectors that are feeling the effects 
of the LED revolution plus dedicated sessions 
on financing, warranties, emergency lighting 
and technical updates.  To plan your day, find 
out what’s on when by looking at the full 
programme overleaf.

Internet of Things
A new and exclusive feature at LuxLive, the IoT 
experience is your chance to see how the world 
of lighting and big data are set to merge and 
start another revolution in lighting. See what this 
means for your business and how it is going to drive 
customer engagement and service provision. From 
retail to healthcare, transport to residential the IoT 
experience is a must see feature!

What’s on when? 

Media Partners:
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What’s on at LuxLive? It’s all free-to-attend - just register now at www.luxlive.co.uk/register

The programme may be subject to change. Keep an eye on the website for regular updates. Places are issued on a first come, first served basis.

Wednesday 18 November
09:20   General • Lux Arena 
How much could Britain save by embracing  
low-energy lighting? 
Lux’s “lighting economist” Dave Tilley crunches the numbers and works out 
how much money could be saved across the UK by adopting the latest and 
most efficient lighting technology. You’ll be surprised by what’s possible!

09:30   General • Tech Theatre 
Electrical Distributors Association meeting 
A meeting of the Electrical Distributors Association. Also open to  
non-members.

09:30   Hospitality & Leisure • Theatre 2 
Case study: The Britannia 
Laura Mackay of MBLD explains how the largest cruise ship to be built is now 
fully lit by LED’s and has reduced energy consumption by more than a third.

09:50   General • Lux Arena 
Experts answer your lighting questions 
Voltimum’s panel of lighting experts, including representatives of the major 
lighting manufacturers, will be on hand to answer any and all questions on 
how to achieve great things with lighting.

10:00  Retail • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study 
A lighting case study in a boutique store that led to an uplift in sales.

10:00  General • Lux Theatre 1  
BIM for beginners - Create better lighting with building 
information modelling
Building information modelling is supposed to make it easier to design efficient, 
effective schemes and avoid unexpected problems. But how do you make the 
most of it? Independent lighting designer Adam Glatherine explains.

10:30  Retail • Lux Theatre 2  
How to achieve flawless lighting for make-up counters 
One of the biggest problems that make-up brands face in retail is customers 
bringing things back because they don’t like the colour. Top lighting designer 
Paul Nulty reports on new research conducted with a major global cosmetics 
brand on how lighting can seal the deal in retail.

10:30  Large Estates • Lux Theatre 1 
10 things I wish I’d known before starting my LED rollout 
LED rollouts can reap big benefits - but getting them right isn’t easy. Richard 
Felgate, formerly energy manager for the company behind pub chains All Bar 
One and O’Neill’s, reveals the key mistakes to avoid.

10:50  Workplace • Lux Arena 
Panel discussion: Office lighting - Time to throw out  
the rule book? 
For too long, offices have suffered from unimaginative lighting that slavishly 
followed the guidelines without thinking about the environment they created. 
Our expert panel considers whether we should chuck out the rule book. 

11:00  Hospitality & Leisure • Lux Theatre 1  
Case study: Wahaca 
Lighting designers Kate Wilkins and Sam Neuman reveal how lighting is 
boosting the brand of Mexican restaurant chain Wahaca.

11:30  Healthcare • Lux Theatre 1 
LEDs and public health: The latest research 
John O’Hagan of Public Health England presents findings from new 
research funded by the Society of Light and Lighting on LED lighting and its 
implications for health.

11:30  General • Lux Arena 
Cool Wall 
Which luminaire designs are achingly cool and which ones are just a bit... meh? 
In this lively and popular session, our expert panel give their views and place 
their choices on Lux’s Cool Wall.

11:30  Education • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: schools 
Our expert presents a cutting-edge lighting study from a UK school.

12:10  Funding • Lux Arena 
Finding the funding for your lighting upgrade 
How can businesses overcome the upfront cost of investing in the latest low-
energy lighting and controls? Experts discuss the various approaches available.

12:30  Workplace • Lux Theatre 1 
Case study: Sainsbury’s Digital Lab 
The “digital lab” at Sainsbury’s London headquarters is a high-tech 
environment with a futuristic lighting scheme to match - Andrew Bissell of 
Cundall and Simon Waldron of Sainsbury’s talk us through it.

12:30  Workplace • Lux Theatre 2 
Creating healthy workplace lighting with controls 
How you can use lighting controls cleverly in the workplace to save energy and 
make workers more comfortable and more productive? Ed Wilkes of Zumtobel 
explains.

12:45  General • Lux Arena 
The internet of things: should we believe the hype? 
The ‘internet of things’ is this year’s buzzword in the world of lighting. But is 
it about to transform the way that we use lighting, or is it all just hot air? Our 
experts debate the issue, including Francois Girodolle of Google’s Nest Labs, 
Akshay Thakur of Cisco, and Simon Coombes of Gooee.

13:00  General • Lux Theatre 1 
How dynamic modelling can help you design great lighting 
that meets Part L requirements
There are a number of ways to make sure you meet the energy efficiency 
requirements of Part L of the Building Regs. Neil Foster of Couch Perry Wilkes 
explains how dynamic modelling can make it easy.

13:00  Healthcare • Tech Theatre
Lighting and dementia: the latest thinking. 
An ILP session 
Lighting designers are perfectly placed to take the lead in the design of care 
environments for dementia. David McNair, a chartered lighting engineer asks 
why more designers have not embraced daylight when designing buildings.

13:20  Retail • Lux Arena 
The secrets of Tesco’s massive LED rollout 
An exclusive presentation and interview with the team behind the UK’s biggest 
retail lighting rollout – covering nearly 1,500 shops. Matt Love, lighting manager 
at Tesco, explains how he’s achieved annual energy savings of 76 gigawatt-
hours (yes, you read that right), saving the company millions of pounds, 
without compromising on the look and feel of Tesco stores.

13:30  Healthcare  • Lux Theatre 1
Case study: Why one London hospital is investing £1 million  
in new lighting 
Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Trust  is investing more than £1 million in lighting 
that it hopes will save energy and improve health. Alexandra Hammond, the 
woman in charge of the project, explains.

13:30  Outdoor • Tech Theatre 
Could your lighting be disturbing bats? An ILP session 
Are your lighting schemes causing harm to protected bat species? Jo Ferguson, 
built environment officer for the Bat Conservation Trust, explains how this can 
happen and what you can do to help prevent it.

13:30  General • Lux Theatre 2 
Controls for all budgets 
The choice doesn’t have to be between a sophisticated all-singing all-dancing 
system and a light switch. In between, there’s a whole range of control options 
to suit all budgets. Controls expert Jeremy Turner explains how.

13:50  Hospitality & Leisure • Lux Arena  
Panel Discussion: When LED upgrades go bad
Dingy bars with dotty, glarey LEDs, blueish lights replacing the warmth of 
halogen… we’ve all seen terrible examples of lighting upgrades in the hospitality 
sector that struck the wrong balance between energy efficiency and ambience. 
But if you avoid a few key pitfalls, lighting is still one of the easiest and quickest 
ways to slash energy bills. Our experts reveal how to do it right.

14:00  Outdoor • Tech Theatre 
SLL Masterclass: Lighting for public spaces 
As more people live in cities, there is a renewed interest in creating spaces for 
people, including for pedestrians at night. Mike Simpson of Philips explains 
how technology is enabling lighting to transform public spaces, increasing 
engagement and creating a richness that can make these spaces great.

14:00  Workplace • Lux Theatre 2 
Esos - Take the opportunity to get your energy use down 
Myles McCarthy of the Carbon Trust discusses the most common 
opportunities for cost-effective energy savings, the barriers to implementation 
- which aren’t just financial - and how to overcome them.

14:00 Hospitality & Leisure • Lux Theatre 1  
How Da Vinci himself helped design the new lighting for  
The Last Supper 
Discover how a revolutionary LED lighting installation has transformed the 
way people see Leonardo Da Vinci’s The Last Supper - and how Da Vinci’s 
own feeling for light informed the design. With Piergiovanni Ceregioli of 
iGuzzini, the designer behind the scheme.

14:30  Education • Lux Arena 
Dealing with a sprawling university lighting estate:  
tips from the experts
Universities own huge amounts of property, often on sprawling campuses with 
a mix of old and new buildings. Managing the lighting is tough. Our panel of 
experts, including Alan Syme of Mitie and Dan Lister of Arup, tell you how to 
take the pain out of it.

14:30  Healthcare • Lux Theatre 2
Case study: How to light for dementia 
You’ve heard about the science of how light affects the body, now here’s a 
real-life example of how it’s being put into practice. Daniel Stabenau of Trilux 
explains the innovative lighting scheme for dementia patients at the Maria-
Hilf Hospital in Germany.

14:30  Outdoor • Tech Theatre 
SLL Masterclass: Lighting for architecture -  
the outdoor environment 
A comfortable and stimulating outdoor environment is usually the result 
of a combination of factors. As designers, specifiers and users, how can we 
determine and make best use of these factors with the aid of the new SLL 
LG6 guide? Kevin Stubbs of Thorn explains.

15:00  Hospitality • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: The Fera restaurant at Claridge’s 
This stunning new restaurant in a converted art deco space at Claridge’s 
in London uses a number of clever lighting tricks to create a beautiful 
atmosphere, with the minimum of fittings visible. Katerina Chanioti of Lighting 
Design International talks us through the Lux Award-nominated scheme.

15:00  General • Tech Theatre 
SLL Masterclass: Form and function in harmony:  
lighting the interior 
How does light react to different spaces, surfaces, and colours?  Can we use 
this to add to the dynamic appearance of a space – changing over time and 
seasons, improve quality and reproduce colour accurately with the aid of the 
new SLL LG6 guide? Helen Loomes of Trilux explains.

15:10  Healthcare • Lux Arena
Panel Discussion: How can we make healthier lighting a 
reality in Britain’s hospitals?
New technology holds the promise of lighting that promotes health and 
wellbeing. But tight budgets, a lack of guidance and complicated lighting estates 
makes real-life applications of this technology few and far between. Our panel 
discuss how to change things.

15:30  Retail • Lux Theatre 2 
Overcoming the barriers to lighting upgrades in  
high-street retail 
Retailers have begun to embrace LED lighting to save energy and improve 
their stores. But a lot of high-street stores have yet to make the switch. Andy 
Bolitho, policy advisor at the British Retail Consortium, looks at the factors 
holding them back, and how to overcome them.

15:30  Education • Lux Theatre 1 
How schools can grasp the energy-saving opportunity  
of lighting 
Schools in the UK can tap into funding opportunities to invest and reap the 
long-term benefits of energy-saving lighting. Colin Lawson of manufacturer 
Tamlite explains how, and why schools need to grasp the opportunity.

15:30  General • Tech Theatre 
SLL Masterclass: The future of lighting is smart 
Roger Sexton of LED module maker Xicato presents a vision of smart 
lighting, with two-way communication as a key element. It describes which 
functions can be integrated into smart luminaires and how. It details means 
of communication including usage of the Bluetooth Low Energy protocol. 
Wireless lighting control and data retrieval for energy monitoring, fast 
maintenance diagnostics and extended warranties based on real data are 
demonstrated.

15:50  General • Lux Arena 
Li-Fi vs Wi-Fi 
In this session, organised in partnership with the University of Strathclyde’s 
Intelligent Lighting Centre, we pit Wi-Fi technology against the new alternative 
based on light: Li-Fi. Harald Haas and Geoff Archenhold of Li-Fi pioneer 
PureLiFi go up against experts from the world of Wi-Fi.

16:00  Retail • Tech Theatre 
Workshop: The future of LED lighting in retail 
This workshop will bring together retailers and technology suppliers to discuss 
how the latest cutting-edge lighting kit is going to transform the shopping 
experience. Which technologies are hot and which are not? And what can the 
lighting industry do to better help retailers?

16:00  Education / Large Estates • Lux Theatre 1  
Case study: Manchester Metropolitan University 
Facility managers take note; this is the story of a university that ranked 91st 
on the league table of green universities, and was catapulted to the top. John 
Hindley, MMU’s head of environmental strategy, explains how lighting helped.

16:00  Office • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: Centrica Estates energy performance contract 
Energy performance contracts can help you take control of your energy use. 
Jennifer Neal, lighting specialist in British Gas’s energy performance business, 
discusses the opportunities and presents a case study in which lighting energy 
was slashed by 70% at a seven-storey office building in Cardiff.

16:30  General • Lux Arena 
Dragons’ Den 
In this ever-popular format, entrepreneurs present their weird and wonderful 
lighting innovations to LuxLive’s panel of dragons. We’ve got a hydrogen-
powered outdoor light, the light with a tiny environmental footprint, and even 
a light that claims to run on no energy at all. Yes, you heard us right.

17:30  General • Lux Arena 
The Bad Lighting Awards 
New for 2015: LuxLive is calling on the lighting world to share with us pictures 
of the worst lighting you’ve seen. We want to see the most overlit, underlit, 
glary, shadowy, ugly, electrically unsound and just plain weird lighting 
installations. We’ll share the best - sorry - the worst and present the awards 
to the winners. If they show up, that is.

18:30  General • Lux Arena  
Intelligent lighting 
Our panel look at the possibilities presented by intelligent lighting. Introduced 
by Dietmar Zembrot, chief technical officer of Trilux.

19:00  Arena party

 
Thursday 19 November
09:30  General • Lux Arena 
Lux Awards: Where are they now? 
When we hand out Lux Awards, people often ask us how we know the 
winning projects will stand the test of time. So, with the Lux Awards in its fifth 
year, we decided to look back and see how some of the lighting schemes we 
honoured in the past are faring now.

09:30  General • Lux Theatre 2 
Connected lighting 
In the future, lighting will be intelligent and connected. Learn from the leading 
companies in the field how technology is changing - and how this will benefit users.

09:30  Testing • Tech Theatre 
Get your product claims independently verified 
LIA Laboratories’ new ‘Verified’ scheme aims to give specifiers confidence, 
by confirming that lighting products do what they say on the tin. Mark Salt, 
managing director of LIA Laboratories, explains how the scheme will help 
tackle confusion and miss-selling in the lighting business.

10:00  Industrial • Lux Arena 
Panel Discussion: Taking the pain out of maintaining 
industrial lighting 
Our expert panel discuss the challenge of maintaining lighting in industrial 
settings, and offer their top tips on how to do it.

10:00  Social housing • Lux Theatre 1  
How to make your 2D bulkheads brighter, smarter and 
cheaper to run 
Britain’s housing estates and industrial sites are full of thousands of 2D 
bulkhead fittings that need to be regularly maintained. Andy Davies of 
Harvard Engineering explains how retrofit solutions for bulkheads allow you to 
reap the benefits of LEDs and smart controls.

10:00  Industrial • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: Royal Mail 
John Bradshaw, engineering and technical services manager at Royal Mail, 
talks us through the rollout of LEDs and controls to 16 UK mail centres.

10:00  Recycling • Tech Theatre 
The WEEE regulations - are you up to date? 
Nigel Harvey, CEO of  specialist lighting recycling scheme Recolight, gives 
an update on the regulations for recycling waste electrical and electronic 
equipment (WEEE), and what you need to know about “dual use” products.

10:30  General • Lux Arena 
Society of Light and Lighting Young Lighter of the Year: 
The Final and the Jean Heap Bursary Update    
The four finalists for the title of SLL Young Lighter of the Year present their 
papers to a panel of distinguished judges. Topics include circadian lighting 
in offices, and light poverty in the developing world. The winner will be 
announced at tonight’s Lux Awards! Feride Sener Yilmaz will also give her 6 
month update on her £2000 Jean Heap Bursary Award

10:30  Outdoor/procurement • Lux Theatre 1  
The government’s plan for procuring outdoor lighting: what 
you need to know
The rapid rise of LED, and the grand product claims made by lighting 
manufacturers, can make life difficult for those in procurement. A new 
guide aims to help those in central government procurement pick the right 
outdoor lighting. And for manufacturers – learn what you need to do to keep 
winning those government contracts. Tony Howells of the Department for 
Business, Innovation and Skills will be joined by Peter Hunt of the LIA; Joe 
Ernst-Herman of the Crown Commercial Service, Ian Borthwick of the IET and 
Gareth Pritchard of Highway Electrical.

10:30  Outdoor • Lux Theatre 2 
Walsall Borough Council’s £14m rollout 
Our expert will present this major outdoor lighting case study revealing the 
latest best practice.

10:30  Tech (drivers) • Tech Theatre 
An introduction to driver-on-board LED modules 
Dr WenTao Kuang, managing director of Kosnic Lighting, explains how 
‘driverless’ (driver-on-board) LED modules and their associated control 
peripherals enable emergency capability, motion and light sensing, and 
wireless control.

11:00  Tech (LEDs) • Tech Theatre  
Quantum dots and how they’ll revolutionise colour in lighting 
Heard of quantum dots? They’re tiny semiconductor crystals, which can fine-
tune the colour of light from LEDs. LED experts Marl and Nanoco explain how, 
and reveal what it means for lighting.

11:30  Outdoor / procurement • Lux Theatre 1  
Procuring public lighting: what buyers want and what the 
market offers 

11:30  Outdoor • Lux Theatre 2 
How to upgrade your heritage lighting 
Learn how to bring your old fittings up to date with the latest technology, 
while maintaining the same ambience.

12:00  Commercial • Lux Theatre 2 
Putting a number on human-centric lighting 
We all know that the right light is good for us, making us happier, healthier and 
more productive. But to put this knowledge into practice, we need to be able to 
measure and quantify it, so we can tell the really effective technologies from the 
gimmicks. Katherina Wulff from the University of Oxford gives an update on efforts 
to achieve this. In association with the European Commission’s Lighting for People 
project.

12:30  Transport • Lux Arena 
Panel Discussion: Do regulations stifle good lighting design at 
railway stations? 
Ever tried dimming LEDs? It’s pretty hit and miss. Controls expert Jeremy Turner 
pulls together a mixed bag of light sources, dimmers and transformers, and 
connects them up before your eyes, to see what happens.

12:30  General • Lux Theatre 1 
Warranties on lighting products: How not to fall through  
the loopholes 
Warranties are important. But watch out: some warranties on LED lighting 
products are more about protecting the seller than the buyer. Top lawyer Paul 
Stone explains how to dodge the loopholes that can make your warranty 
worthless.

12:30  Commercial • Lux Theatre 2  
Putting a number on human-centric lighting 
Our expert speaker gives an update on how to measure and quantify lighting’s 
effect on the human body.

13:00  Large estate/ industrial • Lux Theatre 1  
Case study: High-mast lighting at a dock 
Our experts Kevin Dyas of Dyas Electrical and Stewart Weaver of Kingfisher Lighting 
present a case study of low-energy high-mast lighting at a major UK dock.

13:00  General • Tech Theatre 
LEDs that beat halogen for colour 
An expert from leading manufacturer Lumenpulse AlphaLED explains how 
the latest LED technology can outperform traditional technologies for colour 
rendering.

13:10  General • Lux Arena 
Lamps behaving badly - live! 

13:30  General • Lux Theatre 1 
How to futureproof your spec 
Andrew Bissell explains how the team at CundallLight4 planned ahead for the 
development of LED technology when designing lighting for a defence training 
camp in South Wales. Learn how to make sure you don’t lose out due to future 
changes in technology, and how to justify the initial cost outlay.

13:30  Transport • Lux Theatre 2 
The changing tunnel lighting standards landscape 
Tunnel lighting expert John Rands will assess the current standards landscape 
and evaluate the state of both current and new national standards. He’ll look at 
the issues, pending changes and potential multi-discipline improvement initiatives.

13:30  Tech (LEDs) • Tech Theatre 
5 things we didn’t know about LEDs a year ago 
David Scott-Maxwell of Forge Europa gives an update on the rapid evolution of 
LED technology, and what it means for you.

13:50  Outdoor • Lux Arena
Panel Discussion: Is smart streetlighting everything it’s cracked 
up to be? 
Streetlights of the future won’t just be streetlights, apparently. They’ll also be 
communications nodes, with all manner of sensors and connectivity to support 
smart cities. But how big an impact is this really set to have? Graham Colclough 
of the EU-backed “humble lamppost” project, and a panel of experts, thrash it out.

14:00  Industrial • Lux Theatre 1 
Case study: industrial lighting 
Our expert speaker presents a standout industrial lighting case study.

14:00  Rail • Lux Theatre 2 
Introducing the London Underground’s new design guide 
Top lighting designer Paul Nulty explains how the Tube is incorporating lighting 
into its new station design guidelines.

14:00  Controls • Tech Theatre 
The potential of Power over Ethernet 
Akshay Thakur of Cisco explains how powering light fittings through Ethernet 
cables is set to revolutionise lighting control.

14:30  General • Lux Arena 
Tech demo: Six bits of kit we love this year 
The Lux team picks its favourite new bits of lighting kit from the past year and 
demos them live in the Lux Arena. Not to be missed!

14:30  Outdoor • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: streetlighting 
Our expert will present this major outdoor lighting case study revealing the latest 
best practice.

14:30  Emergency lighting • Tech Theatre 
Do you know if your emergency lighting is compliant with the 
law? 
Will your emergency lighting do its job if your building loses power? Are you sure? 
David Wright, chairman of emergency lighting body ICEL, explains what you must 
do to comply with the law.

15:00  Industrial • Lux Theatre 1 
Case study: Q Park 
Andrew Cronin of Nualight presents a case study of innovative lighting in a multi-
storey car park.

15:10  Outdoor • Lux Arena 
Panel Discussion: Does lighting cut crime? 
Manufacturers love to claim that their lights will make us safer. But the latest 
evidence suggests otherwise. What’s the real truth about lighting and crime? Phil 
Edwards, an expert on transport and health from the London School of Hygiene & 
Tropical Medicine debates with other experts.

15:30  Outdoor • Lux Theatre 1 
Case study: streetlighting 
An exemplar case study of cutting-edge low-energy streetlighting.

15:30  Rail / Transport • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: Rainhill Station 
Euan Hilton of Northern Rail will discuss how the stations smart new LED system 
has improved customer experience as well as delivering excellent energy saving 
results.

15:30  General • Tech Theatre 
Product lifetime: The data you need to ask for 
Our expert explains how to make sure your LED products will last.

15:50  General • Lux Arena 
Dragons’ Den 
In this ever-popular format, entrepreneurs present their weird and wonderful 
lighting innovations to LuxLive’s panel of dragons.

16:00  Financing / Outdoor • Lux Theatre 1 
Find the funding to upgrade your streetlights
It’s estimated that Britain could save £77 million by upgrading all its streetlights to 
energy-saving LEDs. But how do you get the money? Iain Watson, director of energy 
efficiency at the Green Investment Bank, explains how the bank can help.

16:00  Testing • Tech Theatre
Certification marks to build trust in LED lighting products 
With the rapid expansion of LEDs, the supply chain has been disrupted with 
many new suppliers and products lacking proven track records of reliability and 
performance. Gareth Jones of test house Lux-TSI explores practical ways to build 
up compliance to the key safety and performance standards in an affordable 
manner, to reduce financial risk and differentiate products.
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Wednesday 18 November
09:20   General • Lux Arena 
How much could Britain save by embracing  
low-energy lighting? 
Lux’s “lighting economist” Dave Tilley crunches the numbers and works out 
how much money could be saved across the UK by adopting the latest and 
most efficient lighting technology. You’ll be surprised by what’s possible!

09:30   General • Tech Theatre 
Electrical Distributors Association meeting 
A meeting of the Electrical Distributors Association. Also open to  
non-members.

09:30   Hospitality & Leisure • Theatre 2 
Case study: The Britannia 
Laura Mackay of MBLD explains how the largest cruise ship to be built is now 
fully lit by LED’s and has reduced energy consumption by more than a third.

09:50   General • Lux Arena 
Experts answer your lighting questions 
Voltimum’s panel of lighting experts, including representatives of the major 
lighting manufacturers, will be on hand to answer any and all questions on 
how to achieve great things with lighting.

10:00  Retail • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study 
A lighting case study in a boutique store that led to an uplift in sales.

10:00  General • Lux Theatre 1  
BIM for beginners - Create better lighting with building 
information modelling
Building information modelling is supposed to make it easier to design efficient, 
effective schemes and avoid unexpected problems. But how do you make the 
most of it? Independent lighting designer Adam Glatherine explains.

10:30  Retail • Lux Theatre 2  
How to achieve flawless lighting for make-up counters 
One of the biggest problems that make-up brands face in retail is customers 
bringing things back because they don’t like the colour. Top lighting designer 
Paul Nulty reports on new research conducted with a major global cosmetics 
brand on how lighting can seal the deal in retail.

10:30  Large Estates • Lux Theatre 1 
10 things I wish I’d known before starting my LED rollout 
LED rollouts can reap big benefits - but getting them right isn’t easy. Richard 
Felgate, formerly energy manager for the company behind pub chains All Bar 
One and O’Neill’s, reveals the key mistakes to avoid.

10:50  Workplace • Lux Arena 
Panel discussion: Office lighting - Time to throw out  
the rule book? 
For too long, offices have suffered from unimaginative lighting that slavishly 
followed the guidelines without thinking about the environment they created. 
Our expert panel considers whether we should chuck out the rule book. 

11:00  Hospitality & Leisure • Lux Theatre 1  
Case study: Wahaca 
Lighting designers Kate Wilkins and Sam Neuman reveal how lighting is 
boosting the brand of Mexican restaurant chain Wahaca.

11:30  Healthcare • Lux Theatre 1 
LEDs and public health: The latest research 
John O’Hagan of Public Health England presents findings from new 
research funded by the Society of Light and Lighting on LED lighting and its 
implications for health.

11:30  General • Lux Arena 
Cool Wall 
Which luminaire designs are achingly cool and which ones are just a bit... meh? 
In this lively and popular session, our expert panel give their views and place 
their choices on Lux’s Cool Wall.

11:30  Education • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: schools 
Our expert presents a cutting-edge lighting study from a UK school.

12:10  Funding • Lux Arena 
Finding the funding for your lighting upgrade 
How can businesses overcome the upfront cost of investing in the latest low-
energy lighting and controls? Experts discuss the various approaches available.

12:30  Workplace • Lux Theatre 1 
Case study: Sainsbury’s Digital Lab 
The “digital lab” at Sainsbury’s London headquarters is a high-tech 
environment with a futuristic lighting scheme to match - Andrew Bissell of 
Cundall and Simon Waldron of Sainsbury’s talk us through it.

12:30  Workplace • Lux Theatre 2 
Creating healthy workplace lighting with controls 
How you can use lighting controls cleverly in the workplace to save energy and 
make workers more comfortable and more productive? Ed Wilkes of Zumtobel 
explains.

12:45  General • Lux Arena 
The internet of things: should we believe the hype? 
The ‘internet of things’ is this year’s buzzword in the world of lighting. But is 
it about to transform the way that we use lighting, or is it all just hot air? Our 
experts debate the issue, including Francois Girodolle of Google’s Nest Labs, 
Akshay Thakur of Cisco, and Simon Coombes of Gooee.

13:00  General • Lux Theatre 1 
How dynamic modelling can help you design great lighting 
that meets Part L requirements
There are a number of ways to make sure you meet the energy efficiency 
requirements of Part L of the Building Regs. Neil Foster of Couch Perry Wilkes 
explains how dynamic modelling can make it easy.

13:00  Healthcare • Tech Theatre
Lighting and dementia: the latest thinking. 
An ILP session 
Lighting designers are perfectly placed to take the lead in the design of care 
environments for dementia. David McNair, a chartered lighting engineer asks 
why more designers have not embraced daylight when designing buildings.

13:20  Retail • Lux Arena 
The secrets of Tesco’s massive LED rollout 
An exclusive presentation and interview with the team behind the UK’s biggest 
retail lighting rollout – covering nearly 1,500 shops. Matt Love, lighting manager 
at Tesco, explains how he’s achieved annual energy savings of 76 gigawatt-
hours (yes, you read that right), saving the company millions of pounds, 
without compromising on the look and feel of Tesco stores.

13:30  Healthcare  • Lux Theatre 1
Case study: Why one London hospital is investing £1 million  
in new lighting 
Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Trust  is investing more than £1 million in lighting 
that it hopes will save energy and improve health. Alexandra Hammond, the 
woman in charge of the project, explains.

13:30  Outdoor • Tech Theatre 
Could your lighting be disturbing bats? An ILP session 
Are your lighting schemes causing harm to protected bat species? Jo Ferguson, 
built environment officer for the Bat Conservation Trust, explains how this can 
happen and what you can do to help prevent it.

13:30  General • Lux Theatre 2 
Controls for all budgets 
The choice doesn’t have to be between a sophisticated all-singing all-dancing 
system and a light switch. In between, there’s a whole range of control options 
to suit all budgets. Controls expert Jeremy Turner explains how.

13:50  Hospitality & Leisure • Lux Arena  
Panel Discussion: When LED upgrades go bad
Dingy bars with dotty, glarey LEDs, blueish lights replacing the warmth of 
halogen… we’ve all seen terrible examples of lighting upgrades in the hospitality 
sector that struck the wrong balance between energy efficiency and ambience. 
But if you avoid a few key pitfalls, lighting is still one of the easiest and quickest 
ways to slash energy bills. Our experts reveal how to do it right.

14:00  Outdoor • Tech Theatre 
SLL Masterclass: Lighting for public spaces 
As more people live in cities, there is a renewed interest in creating spaces for 
people, including for pedestrians at night. Mike Simpson of Philips explains 
how technology is enabling lighting to transform public spaces, increasing 
engagement and creating a richness that can make these spaces great.

14:00  Workplace • Lux Theatre 2 
Esos - Take the opportunity to get your energy use down 
Myles McCarthy of the Carbon Trust discusses the most common 
opportunities for cost-effective energy savings, the barriers to implementation 
- which aren’t just financial - and how to overcome them.

14:00 Hospitality & Leisure • Lux Theatre 1  
How Da Vinci himself helped design the new lighting for  
The Last Supper 
Discover how a revolutionary LED lighting installation has transformed the 
way people see Leonardo Da Vinci’s The Last Supper - and how Da Vinci’s 
own feeling for light informed the design. With Piergiovanni Ceregioli of 
iGuzzini, the designer behind the scheme.

14:30  Education • Lux Arena 
Dealing with a sprawling university lighting estate:  
tips from the experts
Universities own huge amounts of property, often on sprawling campuses with 
a mix of old and new buildings. Managing the lighting is tough. Our panel of 
experts, including Alan Syme of Mitie and Dan Lister of Arup, tell you how to 
take the pain out of it.

14:30  Healthcare • Lux Theatre 2
Case study: How to light for dementia 
You’ve heard about the science of how light affects the body, now here’s a 
real-life example of how it’s being put into practice. Daniel Stabenau of Trilux 
explains the innovative lighting scheme for dementia patients at the Maria-
Hilf Hospital in Germany.

14:30  Outdoor • Tech Theatre 
SLL Masterclass: Lighting for architecture -  
the outdoor environment 
A comfortable and stimulating outdoor environment is usually the result 
of a combination of factors. As designers, specifiers and users, how can we 
determine and make best use of these factors with the aid of the new SLL 
LG6 guide? Kevin Stubbs of Thorn explains.

15:00  Hospitality • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: The Fera restaurant at Claridge’s 
This stunning new restaurant in a converted art deco space at Claridge’s 
in London uses a number of clever lighting tricks to create a beautiful 
atmosphere, with the minimum of fittings visible. Katerina Chanioti of Lighting 
Design International talks us through the Lux Award-nominated scheme.

15:00  General • Tech Theatre 
SLL Masterclass: Form and function in harmony:  
lighting the interior 
How does light react to different spaces, surfaces, and colours?  Can we use 
this to add to the dynamic appearance of a space – changing over time and 
seasons, improve quality and reproduce colour accurately with the aid of the 
new SLL LG6 guide? Helen Loomes of Trilux explains.

15:10  Healthcare • Lux Arena
Panel Discussion: How can we make healthier lighting a 
reality in Britain’s hospitals?
New technology holds the promise of lighting that promotes health and 
wellbeing. But tight budgets, a lack of guidance and complicated lighting estates 
makes real-life applications of this technology few and far between. Our panel 
discuss how to change things.

15:30  Retail • Lux Theatre 2 
Overcoming the barriers to lighting upgrades in  
high-street retail 
Retailers have begun to embrace LED lighting to save energy and improve 
their stores. But a lot of high-street stores have yet to make the switch. Andy 
Bolitho, policy advisor at the British Retail Consortium, looks at the factors 
holding them back, and how to overcome them.

15:30  Education • Lux Theatre 1 
How schools can grasp the energy-saving opportunity  
of lighting 
Schools in the UK can tap into funding opportunities to invest and reap the 
long-term benefits of energy-saving lighting. Colin Lawson of manufacturer 
Tamlite explains how, and why schools need to grasp the opportunity.

15:30  General • Tech Theatre 
SLL Masterclass: The future of lighting is smart 
Roger Sexton of LED module maker Xicato presents a vision of smart 
lighting, with two-way communication as a key element. It describes which 
functions can be integrated into smart luminaires and how. It details means 
of communication including usage of the Bluetooth Low Energy protocol. 
Wireless lighting control and data retrieval for energy monitoring, fast 
maintenance diagnostics and extended warranties based on real data are 
demonstrated.

15:50  General • Lux Arena 
Li-Fi vs Wi-Fi 
In this session, organised in partnership with the University of Strathclyde’s 
Intelligent Lighting Centre, we pit Wi-Fi technology against the new alternative 
based on light: Li-Fi. Harald Haas and Geoff Archenhold of Li-Fi pioneer 
PureLiFi go up against experts from the world of Wi-Fi.

16:00  Retail • Tech Theatre 
Workshop: The future of LED lighting in retail 
This workshop will bring together retailers and technology suppliers to discuss 
how the latest cutting-edge lighting kit is going to transform the shopping 
experience. Which technologies are hot and which are not? And what can the 
lighting industry do to better help retailers?

16:00  Education / Large Estates • Lux Theatre 1  
Case study: Manchester Metropolitan University 
Facility managers take note; this is the story of a university that ranked 91st 
on the league table of green universities, and was catapulted to the top. John 
Hindley, MMU’s head of environmental strategy, explains how lighting helped.

16:00  Office • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: Centrica Estates energy performance contract 
Energy performance contracts can help you take control of your energy use. 
Jennifer Neal, lighting specialist in British Gas’s energy performance business, 
discusses the opportunities and presents a case study in which lighting energy 
was slashed by 70% at a seven-storey office building in Cardiff.

16:30  General • Lux Arena 
Dragons’ Den 
In this ever-popular format, entrepreneurs present their weird and wonderful 
lighting innovations to LuxLive’s panel of dragons. We’ve got a hydrogen-
powered outdoor light, the light with a tiny environmental footprint, and even 
a light that claims to run on no energy at all. Yes, you heard us right.

17:30  General • Lux Arena 
The Bad Lighting Awards 
New for 2015: LuxLive is calling on the lighting world to share with us pictures 
of the worst lighting you’ve seen. We want to see the most overlit, underlit, 
glary, shadowy, ugly, electrically unsound and just plain weird lighting 
installations. We’ll share the best - sorry - the worst and present the awards 
to the winners. If they show up, that is.

18:30  General • Lux Arena  
Intelligent lighting 
Our panel look at the possibilities presented by intelligent lighting. Introduced 
by Dietmar Zembrot, chief technical officer of Trilux.

19:00  Arena party

 
Thursday 19 November
09:30  General • Lux Arena 
Lux Awards: Where are they now? 
When we hand out Lux Awards, people often ask us how we know the 
winning projects will stand the test of time. So, with the Lux Awards in its fifth 
year, we decided to look back and see how some of the lighting schemes we 
honoured in the past are faring now.

09:30  General • Lux Theatre 2 
Connected lighting 
In the future, lighting will be intelligent and connected. Learn from the leading 
companies in the field how technology is changing - and how this will benefit users.

09:30  Testing • Tech Theatre 
Get your product claims independently verified 
LIA Laboratories’ new ‘Verified’ scheme aims to give specifiers confidence, 
by confirming that lighting products do what they say on the tin. Mark Salt, 
managing director of LIA Laboratories, explains how the scheme will help 
tackle confusion and miss-selling in the lighting business.

10:00  Industrial • Lux Arena 
Panel Discussion: Taking the pain out of maintaining 
industrial lighting 
Our expert panel discuss the challenge of maintaining lighting in industrial 
settings, and offer their top tips on how to do it.

10:00  Social housing • Lux Theatre 1  
How to make your 2D bulkheads brighter, smarter and 
cheaper to run 
Britain’s housing estates and industrial sites are full of thousands of 2D 
bulkhead fittings that need to be regularly maintained. Andy Davies of 
Harvard Engineering explains how retrofit solutions for bulkheads allow you to 
reap the benefits of LEDs and smart controls.

10:00  Industrial • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: Royal Mail 
John Bradshaw, engineering and technical services manager at Royal Mail, 
talks us through the rollout of LEDs and controls to 16 UK mail centres.

10:00  Recycling • Tech Theatre 
The WEEE regulations - are you up to date? 
Nigel Harvey, CEO of  specialist lighting recycling scheme Recolight, gives 
an update on the regulations for recycling waste electrical and electronic 
equipment (WEEE), and what you need to know about “dual use” products.

10:30  General • Lux Arena 
Society of Light and Lighting Young Lighter of the Year: 
The Final and the Jean Heap Bursary Update    
The four finalists for the title of SLL Young Lighter of the Year present their 
papers to a panel of distinguished judges. Topics include circadian lighting 
in offices, and light poverty in the developing world. The winner will be 
announced at tonight’s Lux Awards! Feride Sener Yilmaz will also give her 6 
month update on her £2000 Jean Heap Bursary Award

10:30  Outdoor/procurement • Lux Theatre 1  
The government’s plan for procuring outdoor lighting: what 
you need to know
The rapid rise of LED, and the grand product claims made by lighting 
manufacturers, can make life difficult for those in procurement. A new 
guide aims to help those in central government procurement pick the right 
outdoor lighting. And for manufacturers – learn what you need to do to keep 
winning those government contracts. Tony Howells of the Department for 
Business, Innovation and Skills will be joined by Peter Hunt of the LIA; Joe 
Ernst-Herman of the Crown Commercial Service, Ian Borthwick of the IET and 
Gareth Pritchard of Highway Electrical.

10:30  Outdoor • Lux Theatre 2 
Walsall Borough Council’s £14m rollout 
Our expert will present this major outdoor lighting case study revealing the 
latest best practice.

10:30  Tech (drivers) • Tech Theatre 
An introduction to driver-on-board LED modules 
Dr WenTao Kuang, managing director of Kosnic Lighting, explains how 
‘driverless’ (driver-on-board) LED modules and their associated control 
peripherals enable emergency capability, motion and light sensing, and 
wireless control.

11:00  Tech (LEDs) • Tech Theatre  
Quantum dots and how they’ll revolutionise colour in lighting 
Heard of quantum dots? They’re tiny semiconductor crystals, which can fine-
tune the colour of light from LEDs. LED experts Marl and Nanoco explain how, 
and reveal what it means for lighting.

11:30  Outdoor / procurement • Lux Theatre 1  
Procuring public lighting: what buyers want and what the 
market offers 

11:30  Outdoor • Lux Theatre 2 
How to upgrade your heritage lighting 
Learn how to bring your old fittings up to date with the latest technology, 
while maintaining the same ambience.

12:00  Commercial • Lux Theatre 2 
Putting a number on human-centric lighting 
We all know that the right light is good for us, making us happier, healthier and 
more productive. But to put this knowledge into practice, we need to be able to 
measure and quantify it, so we can tell the really effective technologies from the 
gimmicks. Katherina Wulff from the University of Oxford gives an update on efforts 
to achieve this. In association with the European Commission’s Lighting for People 
project.

12:30  Transport • Lux Arena 
Panel Discussion: Do regulations stifle good lighting design at 
railway stations? 
Ever tried dimming LEDs? It’s pretty hit and miss. Controls expert Jeremy Turner 
pulls together a mixed bag of light sources, dimmers and transformers, and 
connects them up before your eyes, to see what happens.

12:30  General • Lux Theatre 1 
Warranties on lighting products: How not to fall through  
the loopholes 
Warranties are important. But watch out: some warranties on LED lighting 
products are more about protecting the seller than the buyer. Top lawyer Paul 
Stone explains how to dodge the loopholes that can make your warranty 
worthless.

12:30  Commercial • Lux Theatre 2  
Putting a number on human-centric lighting 
Our expert speaker gives an update on how to measure and quantify lighting’s 
effect on the human body.

13:00  Large estate/ industrial • Lux Theatre 1  
Case study: High-mast lighting at a dock 
Our experts Kevin Dyas of Dyas Electrical and Stewart Weaver of Kingfisher Lighting 
present a case study of low-energy high-mast lighting at a major UK dock.

13:00  General • Tech Theatre 
LEDs that beat halogen for colour 
An expert from leading manufacturer Lumenpulse AlphaLED explains how 
the latest LED technology can outperform traditional technologies for colour 
rendering.

13:10  General • Lux Arena 
Lamps behaving badly - live! 

13:30  General • Lux Theatre 1 
How to futureproof your spec 
Andrew Bissell explains how the team at CundallLight4 planned ahead for the 
development of LED technology when designing lighting for a defence training 
camp in South Wales. Learn how to make sure you don’t lose out due to future 
changes in technology, and how to justify the initial cost outlay.

13:30  Transport • Lux Theatre 2 
The changing tunnel lighting standards landscape 
Tunnel lighting expert John Rands will assess the current standards landscape 
and evaluate the state of both current and new national standards. He’ll look at 
the issues, pending changes and potential multi-discipline improvement initiatives.

13:30  Tech (LEDs) • Tech Theatre 
5 things we didn’t know about LEDs a year ago 
David Scott-Maxwell of Forge Europa gives an update on the rapid evolution of 
LED technology, and what it means for you.

13:50  Outdoor • Lux Arena
Panel Discussion: Is smart streetlighting everything it’s cracked 
up to be? 
Streetlights of the future won’t just be streetlights, apparently. They’ll also be 
communications nodes, with all manner of sensors and connectivity to support 
smart cities. But how big an impact is this really set to have? Graham Colclough 
of the EU-backed “humble lamppost” project, and a panel of experts, thrash it out.

14:00  Industrial • Lux Theatre 1 
Case study: industrial lighting 
Our expert speaker presents a standout industrial lighting case study.

14:00  Rail • Lux Theatre 2 
Introducing the London Underground’s new design guide 
Top lighting designer Paul Nulty explains how the Tube is incorporating lighting 
into its new station design guidelines.

14:00  Controls • Tech Theatre 
The potential of Power over Ethernet 
Akshay Thakur of Cisco explains how powering light fittings through Ethernet 
cables is set to revolutionise lighting control.

14:30  General • Lux Arena 
Tech demo: Six bits of kit we love this year 
The Lux team picks its favourite new bits of lighting kit from the past year and 
demos them live in the Lux Arena. Not to be missed!

14:30  Outdoor • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: streetlighting 
Our expert will present this major outdoor lighting case study revealing the latest 
best practice.

14:30  Emergency lighting • Tech Theatre 
Do you know if your emergency lighting is compliant with the 
law? 
Will your emergency lighting do its job if your building loses power? Are you sure? 
David Wright, chairman of emergency lighting body ICEL, explains what you must 
do to comply with the law.

15:00  Industrial • Lux Theatre 1 
Case study: Q Park 
Andrew Cronin of Nualight presents a case study of innovative lighting in a multi-
storey car park.

15:10  Outdoor • Lux Arena 
Panel Discussion: Does lighting cut crime? 
Manufacturers love to claim that their lights will make us safer. But the latest 
evidence suggests otherwise. What’s the real truth about lighting and crime? Phil 
Edwards, an expert on transport and health from the London School of Hygiene & 
Tropical Medicine debates with other experts.

15:30  Outdoor • Lux Theatre 1 
Case study: streetlighting 
An exemplar case study of cutting-edge low-energy streetlighting.

15:30  Rail / Transport • Lux Theatre 2 
Case study: Rainhill Station 
Euan Hilton of Northern Rail will discuss how the stations smart new LED system 
has improved customer experience as well as delivering excellent energy saving 
results.

15:30  General • Tech Theatre 
Product lifetime: The data you need to ask for 
Our expert explains how to make sure your LED products will last.

15:50  General • Lux Arena 
Dragons’ Den 
In this ever-popular format, entrepreneurs present their weird and wonderful 
lighting innovations to LuxLive’s panel of dragons.

16:00  Financing / Outdoor • Lux Theatre 1 
Find the funding to upgrade your streetlights
It’s estimated that Britain could save £77 million by upgrading all its streetlights to 
energy-saving LEDs. But how do you get the money? Iain Watson, director of energy 
efficiency at the Green Investment Bank, explains how the bank can help.

16:00  Testing • Tech Theatre
Certification marks to build trust in LED lighting products 
With the rapid expansion of LEDs, the supply chain has been disrupted with 
many new suppliers and products lacking proven track records of reliability and 
performance. Gareth Jones of test house Lux-TSI explores practical ways to build 
up compliance to the key safety and performance standards in an affordable 
manner, to reduce financial risk and differentiate products.
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What’s hot and 
what’s not?
The Lux team will be picking its 
favourite new bits of lighting kit from 
the past year and will demo them live 
in the Lux Arena, putting you ahead of 
the game. Not to be missed!

Thursday 2.30pm 

Lux is calling on lighting people 
to share pictures of the worst 
lighting you’ve seen. We want to 
see the most overlit, underlit, glary, 
shadowy, ugly, electrically unsound 
and just plain weird lighting 
installations that you’ve had the 
misfortune to come across. 

Nominate an entry by emailing  
ray.molony@luxreview.com. We’ll 
share the best – sorry, worst – in 
this fun session and present the 
awards to the winners. If they show 
up, that is. 

just got 
bigger and 
better!

Europe’s 
biggest 
annual 
lighting 
event...

Late night opening
Don’t forget, LuxLive is open until 9pm on 
Wednesday for the lighting industry’s biggest 
networking bash, giving you the chance to extend 
your day and enjoy a drink with exhibitors and 
colleagues.

Latest tech
At LuxLive you’ll meet global market leaders 
in lighting, all under one roof and at one time. 
Get the inside track on the latest product 
innovations. See who’s exhibiting this year by 
visiting luxlive.co.uk

Hear from the experts
 LuxLive isn’t just about seeing and 
experiencing, it’s also about learning. And 
this year’s programme features more experts, 
more projects, more debate and even more 
insight in no fewer than 80 talks, debates and 
panel discussions. There are streams for each 
of the key sectors that are feeling the effects 
of the LED revolution plus dedicated sessions 
on financing, warranties, emergency lighting 
and technical updates.  To plan your day, find 
out what’s on when by looking at the full 
programme overleaf.

Internet of Things
A new and exclusive feature at LuxLive, the IoT 
experience is your chance to see how the world 
of lighting and big data are set to merge and 
start another revolution in lighting. See what this 
means for your business and how it is going to drive 
customer engagement and service provision. From 
retail to healthcare, transport to residential the IoT 
experience is a must see feature!

What’s on when? 
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